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Introduction 
● Reference charge / mandate given by the WLCG MB; mention this document gives both 

status quo and evolution / recommendations.  
This document is split into two major sections. In the first a layer diagram is presented outlining 
the interaction between various components of data and storage management. This is followed 
by an analysis of particular topics of interest. 

● Introduce the “high-level” layer diagram for DM/SM 
● Introduce the list of topics 

 
During the F2F, we arrived at a few principles that might be worth listing here. 
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Data Management Layers 

Introduction  
 
In this section we summarize the current state of the data and storage management 
architectures and describe the main reasons that led them. This is done in an attempt to 
structure the discussion of various evolution scenarios around the expected benefits and 
remaining concerns, which may need further analysis or testing. 

Starting from a high-level data management view, we observe at least three distinct layers with 
different responsibilities and challenges. 

 

Figure 1:  Initial WLCG Data Management model with archive and placement layer (main data flow) 

Archive Layer 
A pictorial view of the original WLCG Data Management model can be found in Figure 1. The 
lowest layer in the data management diagram is the “archive layer”, which is responsible for 
providing a scalable and dependable physical copy of all non-transient data, which is used as a 
data archive. The archive layer has two different responsibilities: 

● cost-effective scaling in storage volume, not client access bandwidth; 
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● provision of a separate copy of data on a different storage media to decrease the risk of data 
loss due to software or operational mistakes. 

The current technology choice of using magnetic tape for the archive layer delivers low media 
and power costs, but implies additional data movements from this layer to the “placement 
(access) layer” (see next section), which comes with high latency due to the sequential nature of 
the storage medium. Due to its considerable investment and operational cost, the archive layer 
is currently implemented as independent installations at Tier 1 sites, which - together with a full 
archive at the Tier 0 - provide sufficient redundancy to minimize the risk of permanent data loss 
within the available budget.   

Expected Evolution 
In the medium to long term, the tape as a medium may get progressively replaced by disk-
based solutions (reducing latency, but increasing the power budget) or other bulk storage 
mechanisms. In addition, the presence of several disk copies of the same data at different sites 
could be exploited to drop the requirement for further physical data copies on tape media (this is 
currently not yet possible, as not all archived data is maintained on disk). This is not 
guaranteed, as tape densities are increasing at a faster pace than anticipated, with 10TB 
cartridges already on the horizon. 

In the long term, the archive layer will likely move with the consumer market to random-access 
bulk storage.  We expect that the WLCG storage volume will shrink relative to typical market 
volumes, so that during the lifetime of the WLCG archive this might become economically 
feasible. We expect that even after such media change, the basic concept of an independent 
physical master copy in a separate archive system will be maintained for reasons of risk 
management. 

On the other hand the HEP community typically maintains (by then) legacy data as part of its 
current data handling system, which might receive larger volume demands from newer projects.   

 

Placement Layer 
The next layer in the data management diagram is responsible for providing client access to a 
selected set of placed data sets (groups of logically dependent files selected by an experiment’s 
DM components), which is deemed to be popular enough to justify upfront data transfer to this 
layer. Using placed data has the important benefit of not introducing additional transfer latency 
on jobs which process this data. On the other hand, predicting which data sets will be popular is 
not a trivial task which has resulted initially in an inefficient use of the available storage space 
and network capacity. Therefore, several experiments have introduced an active monitoring 
system, which collects and aggregates information on file popularity which is now used to steer 
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the placement and to actively remove data for which its popularity has fallen below some 
minimal threshold.   

Data transfers within the placement layer are being performed by a Managed Transfer (MT) 
component, which is steered by the experiment data management systems. The main 
responsibility of the MT component is to reliably move data between different disk pools on the 
placement layer taking into account the experiment priorities for moving data and for 
provisioning bandwidth to accomplish this goal within the allocated bandwidth budget (e.g. 
between two sites). Three of the four experiments (ATLAS, CMS, LHCb) are currently using 
FTS as an implementation of the MT component. The ALICE experiment is using a combination 
of the xroot copy tools (including third party copies in some cases) with the experiment work 
flow management system.  

Traditionally, the disk pools on the placement layer have been integrated via a hierarchical 
storage management system (HSM) with local archive resources in order to simplify the 
operation of moving data from and to the archive. HSM systems typically manage the local disk 
space internally to optimize the availability of popular data on disk. The initial architectures of 
the data management systems were therefore relying on data movements between archive and 
disk to take place transparently under the responsibility of the HSM. However this approach by 
definition led to some uncertainty on the (direct) availability of the data on the placement layer, 
as the local HSM systems may remove data from its disk cache as space is needed for other 
data access requests, in particular if the volume of available disk cache is smaller than the 
active data sets.  

This uncertainty in data availability on disk was partially compensated by introducing an 
additional administrative interface (part of SRM), which allowed the data management 
components of the experiments to actively initiate transfers from the archive layer to the 
placement layer (e.g. SRM bring online) or in the opposite direction. While this approach has 
achieved higher availability of placed data, it cannot fully resolve the conceptual conflict 
between HSM implementations and the experiment control on the placement layer.   

For this reason, some sites (e.g. CERN Tier 0) suggested a split between archive and 
placement components, with consistent experiment control for movements between both and 
potentially different implementation technologies to adapt to the different main access pattern, 
e.g. highly concurrent, low latency, random access for analysis on the placement layer and 
organized, sequential import and export on the archive layer. In this model all data movement 
between sites and between the archive and placement layer are implemented with the same MT 
component. This approach of separating placement and archive layer for the sake of a clear 
responsibility split between storage and data management components is basically identical to 
giving up on the HSM approach.  
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Expected Evolution     
At this point in time, all experiments can work with both scenarios - HSM coupled storage or 
split disk and archive components. As discussed in detail in section X, some experiments have 
a preference to extend the split architecture to become a strategic direction over the next 
year(s?), some other experiments (e.g. LHCb) have concerns about the implications of copying 
data first from tape media to a small disk cache inside the archive layer and then again from the 
archive cache disk to the placement layer disk. However, this mechanism has been shown to 
scale well at SLAC and IN2P3 in an HPSS tape-disk cache environment with placement to 
external disk pools. Furthermore, both the aforementioned sites found that this kind of 
architecture was actually necessary to achieve a reasonable tape bandwidth utilization. 

 

Federation Layer 
While experiment organized placement of data has been the main architecture for all bulk data 
transfers since the start of the WLCG project, this mechanism has been more recently 
complemented by an additional approach, the federation of existing storage pools across site 
boundaries. The modified diagram taking this into account is shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2:  Current Data Management model including federated access  
 

According to this approach , the redirection capabilities of the client access protocol are used to 
increase data availability beyond the level a single site can provide. If data requested by a client 
job cannot be found at the location where the job is running, the protocol can rely on a hierarchy 
of redirectors to forward the client job to an alternative site for executions, without any job 
failure. Reasons for the data unavailability may be e.g. a temporary or persistent problem in the 
local site storage system, or the fact that the requested data was not placed at the site (for 
example, because it was not predicted to be popular enough for placement). Redirections may 
take place between two sites of the same Tier level, or between sites of different Tier levels.  

There are several prerequisites for this model to work: 

● a common client access protocol (=the federation protocol)  

● a deterministic mapping between all site-local file names for replicas of the same file (eg site 
specific path prefixes or simple text replacement rules).This is commonly referred to as a 
global namespace.  

● federated data is read-only  

This federation mechanism has been prototyped and successfully tested by ALICE, ATLAS and 
CMS using the xroot protocol, which implements the necessary redirection capabilities natively. 
Implementations other than xroot, e.g. based on HTTP/webdav, are possible (exploiting the 
same prerequisites listed above), but have not yet been tested in a significant way by the 
experiments. 

Read-only versus Read-Write Data  
The bulk volume of data in the described system can be considered as read-only from the 
perspective of a user process and is only writable by the transfer components on the transfer 
layer (MT). For (the majority of)? this read-only data a archive copy exist, so that the copy on 
the placement layer can be seen a cache copy to scale client access.   

The main exception to this conceptually read-only data being production or user output files, 
which are being produced and in some cases explicitly (MT) or implicitly (FTS) moved back to 
the archive layer. The fact that there is currently no strict separation between user read-only and 
user read-write data comes with some possible inconsistencies which are handled by 
(experiment) policy rather than by the storage system itself: 

● federation access to data which still being written could potentially occur and lead to 
incomplete data being used by a client process. In practice this has not be observed as a 
significant problem yet, as concrete file names to access this data are typically published 
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(either in a experiment catalogue or via other means e.g. email) when the production of a file 
has been completed.  

● the fact that larger volume read-only storage could potentially scaled in a simpler and more 
consistent way than read-write data is not fully exploited at this point, and may be an area of 
future investigations (possibly coupled to a simplified end user authorization scheme for data 
which can be guaranteed to be mutable only by placement components).  

● the fact that the deployment of a pure read-only cache could be done with a significantly lower 
service level (potentially also be T2 sites) if writable data is hosted elsewhere (or its loss is 
declared as acceptable) is not currently exploited.    

Data Caches 
In addition to the role of the placement layer as a data cache (wrt the archive) other data caches 
are already being used or are being investigated as future extension. Mainly to avoid possible 
confusion between cache implementations at different system layers we propose the following 
terminology. 

● Placement layer cache - as described above 

● Federation layer proxy cache - as result of a federated access to a different site data is 
cached locally at the requesting site for future use. As federated data is per definition read-
only this cache would have relatively low service level and might not need any repair 
mechanisms than invalidation of either files or the complete cache. 

● Application layer persistent cache - recent extensions to the ROOT framework allow to store 
accessed data either locally or in a locally accessible shared file system. The former enables 
cache reuse on a single node across process boundaries. The latter enables site local cache 
reuse across work nodes and processes.  

● Application layer transient cache - the ROOT TTree feature has implemented a client side in-
memory cache which has been improved to very significantly the system performance due to 
aggregating many individual reads into larger vector reads. This feature reduces the number 
of protocol round-trips between individual client and the storage system. This feature is 
expected to largely replace the need for protocol level in memory caching which has been 
present in a less effective, but more diverse form in some of the client access protocols (e.g. 
rfio, xroot, dCap++). A further recent improvement (still being evaluated in production) is the 
asynchronous read-ahead which is implemented on the same layer with the goal to overlay 
network latency with processing time and hence improving the client efficiency on high latency 
connection.  
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Expected Evolution 
We note that the federation approach can be used to address one or more of several different 
problems: 

● to hide local unavailability due to service problems for a small subset of jobs which would 
otherwise fail and be resubmitted. The job would continue now with remote (WAN) access to 
another replica. 

● to opportunistically use disk storage at sites, which can only provide a basic service level that 
alone would be sufficient for stable and efficient job execution. Eg several Tier 3 sites would 
opportunistically serve their user community as a group rather than a site local service. 

● to progressively accumulate a cache of available data which can be served at lower service 
level than placement data 

● to spot and repair unavailable data at the placement level  

{ can we get a simple table from the experiments about which of the above have been tested 
and which are being considered of interest for future tests ?] 

Depending on the experiment policy for federation use, several overall scenarios are possible: 

● federation is currently not used and there is no plan to use it  

● federation is used to complement placement in rare cases (rare unavailability - rare access to 
unplaced data). The total bandwidth used (and additional latency created) is therefore 
marginal (<10%) compared to the network resources used by data placement. 

● federation is currently used to complement placement, but in the future the experiment may 
sees it as strategic direction to change the bandwidth balance between placement and 
federation. (Maybe not only) In this case a monitoring system to independently measure both 
bandwidth contributions and additional mechanisms for bandwidth quotation may be required.    

[ again, can we get one tick from each experiment here ?] 

Recommendations 
● http plugin to xroot (eg to replace placement protocol - gridftp) to prove independence of 

access protocols from xroot as implementation framework 

● establish  monitoring of aggregate network bandwidth used via federation mechanism to track 
relative balance between managed and opportunistic transfers / accesses. 

● List of technical topics for follow-up in the context of eg GDB run topical storage working 
groups 
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○ detail process of publishing new data into the read-only placement layer 

○ investigation of a more strict separation of read-only and read-write data for increased 
scaling, stricter consistency   guarantees and possibly definition of pure read-only cache 
implementations with reduced service level (aka relevance for higher tier sites) 

○ can we move a significant fraction of the current (read-only) data to world readable access 
avoiding the protocol overhead of fully authenticated protocols (assuming auditing to 
protect against denial of service attacks)  

○ federation as repair mechanism of placed data: who initiates repair? which inter site trust 
relationship needs to be in place? How proactive is this repair? (Eg regular site checksum 
scans or repair & redirect after checksum mismatch) , space accounting done how?, how 
to repair missing meta data 

Storage Elements on the Placement Layers  
In the next few sections we will try to drill down further into the internal structure of the storage 
pools on the placement layer to identify the different main components and their responsibilities 
and challenges in the current system. We then use this proposed layered structure to classify 
potential evolution options by describing their main benefits and remaining concerns.  At a 
coarse level we identify three functional layers in Figure 3.  

Starting from the top, we show the three main users classes accessing a storage element: 

● user jobs executing the real data processing task  

● the managed transfer system which is executing the data movement required to 
implement the placement layer 

● other data management related administration tasks such as experiment, group and 
user level space management, access control, etc.  

Each of these user classes typically accesses storage services via a set of specialized protocols 
which are described in more detail in section [ref to Markus].  

Each external user protocol will need to, for data that is not world-readable, provide for 
authentication and authorization to translate the grid level user credentials (eg a X509 proxy) to 
a native user representation within the storage system (eg unix user and group id, virtual user 
id). This mapping is often done as a complex n-m mapping, which differs between different 
storage element implementations. This may have significant implications on the resulting 
semantic, performance and the achievable level of access control. This topic is covered in more 
detail in [ref to Maarten]. 
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Below the user protocol related components, we show the functional entities that orchestrate the 
lower level storage to form a single clustered file store. Their responsibilities  include the 
provision of a common name space for all user files and for larger systems also the scheduling 
of concurrent user I/O request to optimize access to lower level storage media  shown below.  

  

 

Figure 3:  Internal Storage Element Structure 
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Figure 4:  Functional layers with their main responsibilities and examples of current implementations  
 

Media Layer  
The main responsibility of the media layer is to provide stable byte stream storage and which 
currently is mainly implemented with rotating magnetic disks.  These may be organized in a 
larger number of independent disk servers or disk arrays. The main goal of this layer is to 
provide basic stability of the stored data together with the capability of accessing data in a non-
sequential fashion from the higher user oriented layers. The main challenge on the media layer 
is to provide a cost effective storage volume ($/GB), which at the same time offers sufficient I/O 
operations to sustain the remaining access requests after the initial access caching is done at 
higher layers.  As this layer of the storage system usually accounts for the largest fraction of the 
hardware components in a storage system, it is also the origin of most of the operational 
interventions due to hardware failures (e.g. disk media, controller, network failures).  All larger 
storage systems therefore implement an additional level of redundancy to achieve storage 
availability above the basic availability of single hardware components. In addition, larger 
systems see for very popular data a higher performance demands than what can be served by a 
single disk device. Also for this (different) requirement redundant data replicas are used to 
provide additional access paths to the data on different devices and network segments.   

To achieve either of these goals two main approaches are used (sometimes in conjunction): 
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● increased storage availability and/or access performance through media layer redundancy 
(e.g. RAID) 

● increased service availability and/or access performance via cluster layer replication (e.g. file 
or file segment replication) 

Recommendations in this area are discussed under the topic of Storage and Site operations in 
section X. 

Cluster Coordination Layer 
At the cluster layer most systems implement the storage element namespace, which provides 
the translation between user file names and the physical storage entities on the media layer, 
which contain the requested data. Due to the high frequency of file lookups and file creations 
from a large processing cluster this area has stringent latency, scalability and recoverability 
requirements. While some systems implement this component via the use of a relational 
database now also other implementations such as file system or memory based namespaces 
are appearing (e.g. EOS and xrootd).  

The cluster layer is also the place where file level replication is being implemented to provide 
increased storage availability and to be able to provide a replicated access path to very 
frequently used data, which would otherwise be limited in access performance by the available 
I/O ops of a single storage device on the media layer.    

Access Protocol Layer  
 
As shown in Figure 3 and 4, access protocols are needed for two roles. For the sequential point 
to point put/get operations and for the random access I/O.  In the current pre-federated systems 
access protocols for these two roles had in addition to satisfy different requirements related to 
their sensitivity to latency and wide area network aspects.  In federated systems local access 
protocols have to show also acceptable performance when used over WANs.  

Sequential point to point protocols  
Currently this type of data access is mainly used to place data at specific sites over the WAN. 
The second use case is the staging of the data between  local storage systems to worker nodes  
to overcome limitations of some of the provided random client I/O protocols and to profit from 
the performance of a local file system with a full POSIX interface and usage of kernel space I/O 
buffers. 

With the proposed separation of archival and work storage an additional use case for sequential 
point to point protocols within a site emerges.   

The most important criteria for these protocols are: 
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● managed transfers via third party copy (SRM responsibility - not really used and not 
desirable?) 

● efficient use of WANs and high bandwidth connection by supporting multiple streams  

● handling data integrity (checksums) 

● ability to resume transfers after interruptions  

● mature client and server implementations. Standard based components simplify deployment 
and operation  

● efficient support for the security infrastructure, including support for audit trails. The overhead 
for an individual authentication and authorization should not be excessive.  

The protocols in use fulfill most of these criteria.  While gridFTP and xrootd are not standard 
protocols they are well understood by the WLCG community and the server and clients 
implementations are stable. xrootd supports third party copy via xrd3cp. This is used in 
production by ALICE, but this approach is limited to experiments that use the ALICE security 
model for data management. A new, more general implementation, is currently being 
developed. All storage systems provide acceptable support for gridFTP and most for xrootd.  

If used with the standard authentication and authorization mechanisms protocols using GSI with 
the Globus provided version of openssl show poor performance when it comes to the transfer of 
sets of small files. This problem is related to the modified openssl libraries that prevent session 
reuse. This has been a well know problem for secure local and WAN grid-protocols since the 
beginning of grid computing. The most recent versions of Globus use  the openssl libraries 
provided by the OS. By moving to these recent versions sessions can be used and the 
performance issue will be largely resolved. 

Apart from these well established protocols the use of http(s) is currently at the prototype stage. 
DPM and dCache are collaborating to use http(s) as a protocol on all levels. The motivation is 
the widespread use and availability of excellent server implementations and a large variety of 
clients.  However, to cover all requirements extensions to the standard systems are required.  
First implementations of these extensions are currently tested.  The measured efficiency is for 
all practical purposes on par with gridFTP.  

 

The NFS-4.1/pNFS standards also include, similarly to other cluster storage protocols,  the 
possibility of remote access and federation. The coverage of the base requirements for a 
sequential point to point protocol is currently not sufficient to expect production ready solutions 
for this use case within the next two years.  
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Cloud based storage is gaining in popularity and storage accessible through protocols such as 
S3 has to be integrated in the long-run. Given the reduced functionality of typical cloud storage 
interfaces it is currently not clear whether these will be made available to endusers directly, or 
via gateway systems. With the current systems it would be very difficult to provide the level of 
access control and namespace functionality that users expect from the current systems. 

Random Access Client I/O Protocols 
Most direct access to data is done through the ROOT-I/O system [REF]. This library can be 
seen as an abstract interface to the random access client I/O protocols provided by the different 
storage systems. Within this abstraction layer protocol depended optimizations are handled. 
Since these are sensitive to the behavior of the underlying implementation it is difficult to predict 
the performance without measuring the I/O chain for every combination of protocol, 
implementation and version.  

At the core of the problem is the wide variety of different protocols and versions that are 
currently offered by the storage systems (a list is supplied in Appendix X). Those that don’t rely 
on the underlying protocols of a cluster filesystem require a careful match of the versions of the 
clients and servers to achieve acceptable performance. In addition not all of the local protocols 
provide the same functionality.  

 

While access is somewhat homogenised as all the protocols are supported by ROOT plug-ins, 
this does lead to experiments having to use customisations on particular sites. 
 
 A certain portion of all experiments workloads (such as reprocessing of the raw data) is likely to 
remain CPU limited on this timescale. But while considerable progress has been made in the 
I/O layer of ROOT and experiment software, leading to less random access, there remains a 
substantial activity on some experiments that involves random file access or is otherwise IO 
limited: particularly in the case of less regulated “user” analysis. To avoid performance 
limitations of certain protocols, some experiments stage on many sites the data to the WNs. 
Here, generally the same approach is used for a particular storage system or protocol but not 
always (for example dcap is used both direct or copying on Atlas depending on the site).  While 
this reduces the complexity it isn’t an approach without risks and disadvantages: as some 
workloads conduct sparse reading of files, this streaming can use up unnecessary bandwidth 
move bottlenecks to the worker node disk, and also, restrict the length of job to worker node 
capacity. This is likely to be exacerbated as the number of processing cores per worker node 
increases in the future 
 

To allow efficient direct access via root-IO several requirements for a protocol can be identified. 

● vector reads or similar concepts to ease optimized access to root trees 
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● control of the read-ahead buffer and strategy 

● efficient support the WLCG security model  

● readily available stable clients and scalable servers 

● a low latency for accessing large number of files.  

However related to this is the fact that many experiments observe a certain level of job failures, 
probably load related, when accessing local data. A move to more direct access of data needs 
to be coupled with making storage systems more robust to data access failure which in turn can 
couple with activity on for example redirection, replication and redundancy (discussed above) or 
on hardware. But, considering the principles mentioned here recognising the fallibility of storage 
caches, the main focus here should be on providing clear errors from the storage system and 
ensuring these are handled by application. 
 
There are too many random access I/O protocols in use to be discussed individually.  Systems 
that don’t rely of the access protocols of an underlying cluster filesystem, such as dCache and 
DPM, move progressively towards protocols based on standards. For dCache and DPM these 
are NFS-4.1 and http(s) and both systems have tested http(s) with very good results.  

The dCache implementation of NFS-4.1 is quite advanced in terms of performance. 
Authentication and authorization requires Kerberos and doesn’t implement a VOMS based 
security model.  DPM’s NFS-4.1 implementation is in an early state and will most likely use the 
Globus bases GSI plugin for the access control. 

The quality of the xrootd protocol implementations offered by different storage systems varies 
widely in performance and stability. Systems with good implementations are very well supported 
by the root-IO libraries and perform very well.  

Recommendation: 
The most important recommendation is that the infrastructure should be able to handle different 
protocols and move between them easily. 

Sequential point to point protocols: 

● There is in the moment no standard protocol for this application that could replace 
gridFTP. Moving to recent versions and exploiting session re-use will improve the 
reliability of the transfers and the efficiency for sets of small files.  

● Some systems, namely DPM, should improve the support for xrootd. Especially in terms 
of latency and stability under high load.  

● http(s) is the most promising standard protocol that has the potential to become the 
sequential point to point protocol of choice, it covers the requirements well and can be 
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also used in the context of storage federation. The recommendation is to continue tests 
and explore http(s) access at scale.  

● The development of cloud based access protocols needs to be monitored and different 
approaches to integrate cloud based storage resources need to be investigated. 

Random access I/O client protocols:  

For recommendations in this area see the focused topic on “Experiment IO usage and LAN 
protocols” in Section X. 

Managed Transfer (MT) 
In the current system this functionality is provided to three of the experiments by FTS relying on 
gridFTP as the sequential point to point protocol over WAN and SRM as the storage 
management protocol.  ALICE handles managed transfers with xrd3cp using  xrootd as the 
transfer protocol.  

With the move to a less hierarchical model transfers between a larger number of sites have to 
be managed. In addition it is no longer sufficient to expect that all sites provide an SRM 
interface.  

The separation between Archive and  Placement layer that is suggested in Fig. 2  represents an 
additional use case for MT services.  For this management of the staging of data from archival 
media to disk has to be handled by the MT service.  

In the context of transfers between different storage systems the ability of systems to provide 
back pressure to avoid oversubscription of services  has been suggested. While this is also 
relevant  for the protocols, it isn’t clear under which topic this should be discussed.  

 Criteria for MT services:  

●  flexible integration with the experiment workflow management systems, supporting different 
scheduling strategies 

● ability to manage a large number of endpoints, including the management of fair-shares and 
priorities 

● management of the staging process to move data from the Archive to the Placement Layer. 

● fault tolerant behavior,  resuming interrupted transfers, retries and the use of replicas in case 
source files are not available, but replicas on other sites exist. 

● the ability to handle back-pressure  

● support for sites not providing an SRM interface 
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● support for additional transfer protocols, such as http and xrootd 

● detailed monitoring of transfers to allow optimization of storage endpoints and networks 

Recommendation: 

A large fraction of the missing functionality is covered by improvements of new versions of 
gridFTP and the upcoming FTS-2.8 release. More will be addressed by FTS-3. The 
recommendation is to update the FTS-3 design and work plan to cover the new requirements, 
such as the use of replicas and the management of  the staging process.  

 

Expected Evolution 
[ description of main options still missing ] 

 

 
Figure 5:  Future implementation scenarios with expected benefits and remaining concerns 

 

 

○  
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Focused Topics and Recommendations 

Separation of archives and disk pools/caches 

Description of topic(s) 
  
This topic deals with the usage, configuration and management of tape archives and disk pools 
at WLCG sites. Primarily, we focus on a growing trend: the growing split between archives and 
disk caches. 

State of play 
  
All of the LHC experiments seem to be working fine with (or towards) splitting disk caches from 
tape archives. ALICE, ATLAS and LHCb are split, while CMS has a work plan in progress. 
  
Use of disk and tape by LHC VOs at RAL, an example multi-VO Tier-1: 

• ATLAS and LHCb have separate T0D1 and T1D0 service classes. Production jobs can 
read from either, while user analysis jobs can read only from T0D1. For ATLAS, the vast 
majority of outbound FTS transfers are from T0D1. Data on T0D1 can be archived to 
tape when necessary using FTS to copy from T0D1 to T1D0. 

• The CMS setup is almost entirely T1D0, so all files, both from inbound transfers and 
output from jobs (apart from small temporary files), go to tape. 

Requirements and principles 
  
There are two classes of storage with different requirements distinguished by access time 
(latency): 

• On-line: low-latency, high IOPS, lower capacity, less protection; 
• Near-line: higher latency, low IOPS, higher capacity, high protection. 

  
The LHC experiment workflows give the essential requirements. Experiments need the ability to: 

• be able to keep defined samples on disk, both for reprocessing and redistribution to 
other sites; 

• allow (limited or not) user analysis on sites having custodial responsibilities, without 
destructively impacting their archival system. It is important to ensure that users don’t 
read files that need to be recalled from tape, as this random access won’t efficiently 
make use of the tape system and may impact production activities; 

• process samples without immediately writing to the archive. For example, this enables 
the ability to run reprocessing at one Tier-1 and archive at another, or allow validation to 
be carried out before archiving. 
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Other significant opportunities arise when archives and caches are split: 

• Sites may use different storage technologies for archives and disk caches, as each 
technology has its own strengths and weaknesses (for example CASTOR is designed 
for tape storage, but has trouble managing disk pools); 

• Sites may evolve disk storage technologies at a different rate than archive technology; 
• It becomes more natural to process data at non-archival sites (particularly in the cloud) if 

all processing is done on disk caches. 

Technologies 
  
Storage systems at the Tier-1 sites: 

• dCache 
• CASTOR 
• StoRM/GPFS/TSM 
• Lustre 

Managing data transfers between caches and archives: 
• FTS 

Recommendations and Observations 
 

1. The experiments require split archives and disk caches, and are happy using FTS to 
transfer data from the disk cache to the disk buffer in front of the tape system.However, 
thought should be given to if FTS is the most appropriate tool for scheduling, or if a different 
concept or architecture should be developed  

2. Management of storage moves from within a single storage system and now involves the 
transfer layer. Experiment workflows must be adopted accordingly if necessary. 

3. None of the experiments want to “drop” HSM, as it brings useful functionality. 
4. The experiments prefer the idea of using a single system (e.g. FTS) to manage both 

transfers internal to Tier-1s as well as external transfers, as dealing with two different 
systems would be significantly more complex. In other words, the interaction between disk 
and tape within a Tier-1 should not be` considered any differently than any other data 
transfer. So, whether data is resident at a Tier-2 or on a disk cache at a Tier-1, it can be 
archived in exactly the same way. 

5. FTS should have the ability to automatically pre-stage files when necessary. 
6. The preferred storage configuration is to have a small disk buffer and significantly larger disk 

cache. Data should not be accessed directly from the disk buffer, but copied to the disk 
cache first using FTS and accessed from there in order to achieve the best performance. 

7. The long term goal is for management of on-line and near-line storage classes to be 
managed by the sites based on experiment requirements, e.g. “we need access to dataset A 
with latency not more than Y seconds and overall bandwidth of X MB/s for N days”. 
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Storage Management Interfaces 

Storage systems used by HEP require remote management. The availability of a common API 
reduces the complexity of client-side software. Currently, the SRM v2.2 API is widely used, 
which provides many advanced features. 
    
There are several problems with relying on SRM v2.2 for management: 
● Not all HEP storage is manageable through SRM. 
● Not all Storage Element implementations provide the complete implementation of SRM 

specification. 
● Not all of SRM v2.2 specification has proved useful. 

 
Since SRM was designed in the context of the grid, the computing industry has been examining 
protocols similar in nature and appearance.  Most common are the proprietary protocols such as 
Amazon S3 and DropBox.  Standards also exist that provide comparable levels of functionality. 
CDMI is an emerging standard interface for managing storage. In addition, WebDAV provides 
many of the functionality of SRM, with Microsoft's SkyDrive providing it as the interface to their 
storage service.  One commonality between the industry-based protocols is they are all built in 
top of HTTP: in fact, there’s quite some overlap in the basic GET/PUT HTTP calls. 
 
To better evaluate the other protocols in the context of what we use from SRM, this document 
breaks down the SRM protocol into basic functional blocks and use cases.  As discussed in 
Section (TODO), one principle we have identified is that the choice of protocol is less important 
than the ability to transition between protocols; this motivates a need for sufficient 
understanding the use cases. 
 
We have identified the following functionality groups: 

● Transfer management: methods that control behaviour that affects how data is 
transferred; includes uploading and downloading files, load balancing, and protecting the 
storage from overload.  SRM allows for the orchestration of 3rd-party-copies for 
protocols that do not support it natively; it is not obvious how widely used this is. 

● Transfer protocol negotiation: Core to the idea of SRM is the negotiation of transfers 
in other, unrelated protocols.  This allows load-balancing to be moved in a layer above 
the transfer layer. 
 

A new protocol need not implement all functionality; we selected these groupings so research 
groups could tackle each issue independently.  Some functionality could be replaced by 
alternate techniques; Section (TODO) recommends load-balancing be in place for the transfer 
layer.  Section (TODO:) discusses how a reorganization of archival storage could move file 
locality management into the experiment layer. 
 
The following table summarizes the major SRM functionality groups in use and widely 
implemented versus the functionality available in widely-used implementations of alternate 
protocols: 
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TODO: Summarise the big table currently in the Appendix into smaller and perhaps more useful 
tables below 
 
 

SRM Functionality 
Group 

Available in 
GridFTP 

Available in WebDAV Available in CDMI 

Transfer 
Management 

Yes Partial: 3rd-party copy not 
widely implemented 

Yes (at least as for 
WebDAV) 

Transfer Protocol 
Negotiation 

No   

Namespace 
Interaction 

Yes Yes Yes 

Aggregate Space 
Querying 

No No No 

Storage Management No   

File Locality 
Management 

No   

 
Appendix (TODO) gives a thorough expansion of the above table.  Note that GridFTP is 
available at all WLCG sites; as discussed in Section (TODO: transfer protocols), the EMI project 
is making a large investment in HTTP-based protocols such as WebDAV or CDMI. 
 
The following table summarizes the use cases for different functionality groups: 

SRM Functionality 
Group 

Used at 
archival sites 

Used at disk 
cache sites 

Used by 
FTS 

Experiment Use 

Transfer 
Management 

Yes Yes Yes All 

Transfer Protocol 
Negotiation 

Yes Yes Yes Partial; all use it for WAN, 
LHCb uses for LAN. 

Namespace 
Interaction 

Yes Yes Yes All 

Aggregate Space 
Querying 

Yes Yes No  

Storage 
Management 

Yes No No  

File Locality 
Management 

Yes No No  
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Observations / Recomendations 
 
1. SRM is an integral piece of the current storage management layer and will continue 

to be in use on the short/medium term (usage and software maintenance).This is 
necessary especially at sites hosting archive resources, where there is currently no 
proved and agreed replacement. 

 
2. It is clear that while the concepts are still valid, SRM as a protocol and an 

implementation have probably a limited future as the "industry", in particular in the 
cloud ecosystem, has come up with new solutions that may provide more widely 
adopted solutions for implementing the concept of distributed storage.  
Experiments, middleware experts and sites should agree on alternatives to be 
deployed targeting the subset determined by the actual usage and not the full SRM 
functionality. We recommend a small working group be formed to evaluate 
alternatives as they emerge and ensure that they are supportable. 

 
3. In the area of storage interfaces, such as cloud storage, all the required functionality 

is not yet available for these to be utilised widely. 
Experiments, middleware experts and sites should work together to match 
experiment requirements to emerging developments in these interfaces, leading to 
an integration of these resources as opportunities emerge. 
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Storage and Site Operations 
(The WLCG storage has a wide diversity of use cases, technologies, and site support levels.  
This topic covers the operational issues in the management of storage from a site perspective 
(for issues concerning the experiment perspective on archival storage, for example, see TODO: 
disk/archive section #). This section is split into two topics: the first covers performance of the 
site storage and includes experiment I/O, LAN protocols and how storage systems may evolve 
in the future. The second topic covers operations, and considers storage as a site run service 
including aspects of monitoring, management and accountability. 
  
This area is the interaction point between LHC experiments and the local site. Communication is 
extremely important, especially for site planning.  Aggregate storage space requirements are 
currently clearly communicated, but not the requirements in terms of reliability, latency, and 
throughput.  Without an understanding of these characteristics, the total cost of operating a site 
can vary widely. The LHC experiments must be cautious in the requirements they request: while 
“faster and more reliable” is often desired, given a fixed budget, they significantly decrease the 
total storage space.  Rather that completely eliminating single points of failure which would be 
incredibly expensive for most site,  it is better to focus on having storage fail predictably and 
with clear error messages. The availability and loss rate of the local SE are not objectively 
enough measured so while the experiments report storage-load-related failures, the frequency 
and reasons is not that clearly understood. 

Performance: Experiment I/O usage, LAN protocols and the 
requirements and evolution of storage systems 
  
This topic describes the interaction of experiment software with local storage. It covers the I/O 
patterns of the software itself as well as the LAN protocols and filesystems used on top of the 
underlying hardware. Also we consider here the possible future evolution of storage technology, 
independent of WLCG activity and how that ought to influence the strategy adopted. 
 
For discussion of the LAN  protocols and I/O patterns see section [ref] on Random Access 
Client I/O Protocols. It is clear from the responses gathered from our questionnaires  (TODO: 
cite) that without better projections, the sites and experiments share a worry that increasing disk 
capacities will result in performance bottlenecks that cannot be alleviated (for example, by 
SSDs) on a fixed budget.  For example, ATLAS and CMS continue to state a bandwidth 
requirement of 5 MB/s per core (though the current average is far less), but though this is 
believed unlikely to change in the next three years, detailed projections have not been made for 
all experiments and there is a lack of storage benchmarking tools which can be used to evaluate 
competing technologies accurately. 
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In terms of future technologies, as “Big Data” is a current buzzword, sites are under a constant 
barrage of new products and techniques in storage.  New technologies such as RAIN (TODO: 
cite) or SSDs provide storage space, but may have very different reliability, latency, and 
throughput characteristics from today’s storage.  Work should be done to better project WLCG 
requirements into future years so sites can plan adaptation of these technologies as 
appropriate.  It is possible these technologies could provide substantial reductions in total cost 
of operations. 
  

Recommendations 
1.     WLCG should ask the ROOT I/O working group to come up with a synthetic benchmark 
emulating analysis for sites and others to use.  
2.     In addition to storage space, LHC experiments should forecast the estimated IOPS and 
bandwidth per-job for the next 3 years, and provide these numbers to the WLCG. 
3.  Both remote I/O and streaming of the file should be supported in the short term. 
However the trend to move towards remote IO should be encouraged by both experiments and 
storage solution providers, and should be accompanied by an increase in resilience of 
protocols. 
4.  LHC experiments are able to support all protocols supported by ROOT and expect to be 
able to continue in the future. This support should be maintained but the current direction of 
travel towards fewer protocols (in particular file://, xrootd and http://) is encouraged. Providing 
POSIX like access based on standard OS provided clients makes NFS-4.1 an interesting future 
candidate. The progress of the work that is still needed to bring the current implementations to a 
level comparable with xrootd should be followed up. 

5.  Storage solutions should provide the tools to measure per-job IOPS and bandwidth. 
6.  Storage errors returned by the system and how they are handled should be more 
explicitly determined. The client libraries should add high level “intelligence” to recover from 
storage failures and whether this can be achieved in the ROOT layer should be determined. 
7.  New storage technology or hardware should be investigated and employed (where 
sensible) by WLCG sites.: 
a.     We recommend a thorough technology review to consider what low level technologies 
could be exploited by WLCG sites. 
b.  The body carrying out this review should also provide a mechanism to ensure that 
evaluations currently carried out by sites or interested vendors – can be communicated and 
discussed. 
8.  Possibilities for much higher throughput computing should be investigated. This research 
should not be restricted to current data structures (ROOT) and should fully utilise cutting edge 
industry technologies – such as Hadoop data processing or successors, building on existing 
exploration activity 
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Operations: Site-run services    
This topic describes aspects of storage system operation and management at sites other than 
those related to IO performance described in the section above. This includes for example 
responsibilities, monitoring and manageability.  (In this topic, basically the ‘site view’ of the 
whole story is described.)  

 State of play 
  
• Sites operate a variety of types of Storage Elements which implement several storage 

classes and storage access protocols. 
• The technical implementations of storage classes (e.g. D1T0, D0T1, …) and remote and 

local data access protocols (e.g. SRM, xrootd, dcap, rfio, ….) differ in their  features and 
technical capabilities. 

• LHC experiments use Storage Elements in different ways, depending on their computing 
and data management model. 

• Multi-VO sites need to operate different types of SEs or several separated instances of the 
same SEs with different setup, optimized for the usage pattern of each experiment. 

• The setup of the separate SEs changes over time. Mostly the changes are implemented 
after experiments unexpectedly reached hard limits in the setup (e.g number of disk pools or 
even the number of available free bytes) 

• Disk-only storage (D1T0), used to store non-scratch data, requires many efforts, including 
on-call service, to sustain the required high availability. 

• Storage accounting is done ‘manually’.  Automatic accounting not yet available. 
      

• Monitoring of data accesses by sites is very difficult and currently necessary to run an 
efficient service for the experiments. 

• ·Space management: cumbersome for both VOs and sites in part due implementation 
details depending on the SE used and in part due to missing grid-wide implementation of 
user and group quotas 

 

Requirements and principles 
 
All non-archival data is cached data.   
“Cache evictions” (file loss or purposeful deletion) are normal and expected; these should not be 
treated as exceptional events.  An experiment should not assume that a file, once written to a 
site, will always be retrievable in the future. Similarly storage limits should be understood, 
monitored, and enforced.  
 
Responsibility  
There should be a clear statement and delineation of site responsibility and experiment 
responsibility. 
 
Manageability  
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It can be assumed that the manpower both at sites and experiments, currently available to 
support HEP computing, will rather decrease than increase during the next years.  This likely 
applies for all participating countries and centres. 
In particular multi-VO and general purpose scientific computing centres face the fact that many 
emerging science disciplines start requiring significant computing and data storage resources 
and support. On the other hand, human resources are generally not scaled with the number of  
systems and user communities to be supported by a centre. 
Also, it will not be easy to convince funding agencies to support special computing and storage 
resources exclusively for HEP in the far future 

Recommendations 
 
1. Protocols: 

a. WLCG will ensure that the evolution of the protocols for LAN and WAN data access 
detailed in sections X and Y will be manageable by sites. 

b. To this end standard industry protocols are preferred 
c. The agreed protocols should be fully and correctly implemented in as many types of 

SEs as possible. 
 

2. Choice of SE: 
a. Sites choose the type of SE they operate for the LHC experiments, based on 

requirements and their own environment, expertise and boundary conditions. 
b. Avoid adding new requirements that prevent us from adopting new technologies as 

they become available. 
 

3. Expectations on data availability and access: 
As in particular the operation of disk-only (D1T0) storage requires much effort in terms of 
complicated technical setups as well as support outside office hours (on-call service), 
experiments should adjust their workflows and data access methods to avoid SPOFs and be 
able to handle the failure of a SE at least to some extent. This can be achieved by failover 
mechanisms built into the client side: 

a. Non-scratch datasets should be duplicated at another site 
b. Files shall be automatically accessed remotely from another site if all or some files of 

a dataset are locally unavailable. 
c. → Storage federations and enabled access protocols 
 

Experiments will make clear their expectations on reliability through the MoU or similar 
document to be agreed by sites and the WLCG MB. 

 
Sites shall use ‘smart’ techniques and redundancy on block or file level to setup and operate 
this storage, e.g. 

 
4. Improved activity monitoring: 

a. Monitoring of files accesses, access frequency, etc. shall be done at the application 
and catalogue level.  Application level monitoring provides understanding of byte 
level file accesses and helps to optimize file structures to avoid I/O bottlenecks. 
Catalogue level monitoring (e.g. popularity service) helps experiments to optimize 
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data (transfer) management which in turn helps to use site storage and network 
bandwidth more effectively 

b. We recommend to build a working group composed of technology providers and 
experiment representatives to study the available file access monitoring at both, SE 
and application side. The group shall propose a standardized format to make this 
information available. 

 
 
5. Storage accounting: 

a. WLCG should agree to use the EMI StAR accounting record. 
b. Accounting shall be implemented in all SEs that can be used at WLCG sites.  These 

SEs should be able to provide the StAR accounting record 
(http://cdsweb.cern.ch/record/1352472?ln=en) 

c. StAR is expected to be ready in April 2013. An intermediate solution until then is not 
required by WLCG. 

d. However, VO wise accounting and the ability to query information on available space 
need to be implemented. 

 
6. Handling of data losses:  

LHC experiments should calculate and publish the acceptable file loss rates and the 
acceptable transient access error rates for sites. 
Sites in WLCG should create a common policy for handling data losses based on existing 
policies at sites (examples provided in Appendix X) and the following points: 

 
1. The site should always be able to generate a list of lost files in all cases of data 

losses with the help of the data management system. 
2. The site should inform the affected experiment(s) and user(s) immediately and 

provide the list of lost files. 
3. The site shall estimate the possibilities and efforts necessary to recover locally. 
4. The experiment shall estimate the possibilities and efforts for retransferring or 

reproducing the data. 
5. Site and affected experiment(s) should agree on the recovery procedure taking into 

account the estimated time and possible costs. 
 
7. In	  the	  long-‐term	  WLCG	  should	  work	  towards	  considering	  Storage	  As	  A	  Service	  

- Experiments provide requirements on capacity, bandwidth, IOPs, maximum reading 
latencyas discussed in performance section above. 

- Sites (or advanced storages systems at sites) decide themselves how to store certain 
datasets based on the given requirements. 

- define policies for data placement and migration between on-line and near-line storage 
- define operational support modes and models 
- This ‘policy’ would allow to profit from the adoption of future storage technologies based 

on storage virtualisation. 
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Summary of Principles and Recommendations 

Principles 
1. Focus on Layering: Improving on the boundaries between the identified layers 
2. Today’s particular set of protocols and tomorrow’s set of protocols are less important 

than the ability to make transitions in a clean and timely manner. 
3. Storage as a Service: . 
4. All storage is either “archival” or “cache”.  Archival storage need not be tape based, but 

data is .  All data in caches has finite lifetime, a replacement policy (ranging from “explicit 
management” to LRU to “accidental loss”), and data eviction is . 

 
TODO: Add to this section… 
 

Recommendations 

 
TODO: Currently in a separate document 
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Appendix A (Transfer Protocols): 

Technologies 
  

Protocols: 
Rfio (castor and dpm), 
dcap (dCache), 
http (dCache, dpm ,) not widely used currently 
file: (GPFS, lustre, HDFS, [dCache, dpm]), 
xrootd (eos, scalla, dCache, dpm ). 

 

Appendix B (Site and Storage Operations): 
 

Appendix C (SRM Description): 
Functional description of SRM 
The SRM protocol is specified as a collection of 39 methods. Although not specified, all 
implementations provide access to these methods using a common mapping to SOAP with 
HTTP transport. 
 
Rather than describing each of the SRM methods, this section describes the functionality that 
the SRM protocol provides in terms of the effect on the storage system; an item may 
encompass multiple SRM operations. This description is grouped based on five high level 
concepts. 

Transfer Management 
This section includes behaviour that affects how data is transferred. The following areas have 
been identified: 
● Upload / download a complete file 
● Queuing transfers. 
● Suspend/resume transfers. 
● The ability to cancel a queued transfer. 
● Resource provisioning (uploading useful data). 
● Permit SE to load-balance client requests over multiple transfer end-points. 
● Back-pressure (SE tells client to slow down) 
● Trigger third-party copy 
● Cancel requested third-party copy 
● Negotiating a transport protocol that client and server support. 

Namespace Interaction 
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This section includes functionality that adjusts the namespace of a storage element 
● Querying information about a file (stat) 
● Allowing uploading of data integrity information Deleting data and directories 
● Changing ownership 
● Changing permissions and ACLs 

Storage Capacity Management 
Concept of guaranteeing availability of storage capacity. 
● Ability to query how much capacity is being used (like df) 
● Create new reservations 
● Assigning characteristics to a reservation, like access latency and retention policy. 
● Targeting uploads to specific reservation 
● Moving files between reservations 
● Removing reservations - empty or containing files. 

File Locality Management 
Controlling the movement of data from tape to disk. 
● Non-blocking trigger that files should be staged from tape 
● Guarantee that a file will not be garbage collected for a finite period 
● Allow ad hoc decisions when a file is eligible for garbage collected (cancel pin) 

       

Server Identification 
These is functionality about the server that is independent of its ability to store data. 

● Allow simple test of service availability 
● Allow discovery of arbitrary key/value information    

Comparison with Alternative Solutions 
This section provides a comparison between SRM protocol and that of alternative systems. 

Amazon S3 
From commercial service; open-source implementations that emulate interface. 

CDMI    
Strong interest from EGI. DDN advertise that they fully support CDMI. NetApp are also very 
active in this area. OpenStack expected to add support for CDMI (as “technological preview”) in 
a few months. 

WebDAV 
Used by Microsoft's SkyDrive service. Clients and servers commonly available. 
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 Is this feature used by ... 
Which 
Tiers?  

  Atlas CMS LHCb FTS only  SRM function 2 

Transfer Management       

Upload / download a complete file Yes Yes Yes No All srmPrepareToPut/Get srmPut/GetDone 
Manage transfers. Yes Yes Yes Yes T1/2 srmAbort/Suspend/ResumeRequest,  
Permit load-balance client requests over 
multiple transfer servers. Yes Yes Yes Yes T1/2 srmPrepareToGet 3 

Back-pressure (SE tells client to slow down or 
queues clients) Desired    T1/2 No4 

Manage third-party copy Yes  Yes Yes 5 T1/2  
Negotiating a transport protocol that client and 
server support. No No No   srmGetTransferProtocols  
Namespace Interaction       

Querying information about a file (stat) No  Yes1 Yes6 T1/T2 srmLs 
Upload of data integrity information 
(checksums) No  No No T1/2  
Check integrity information Yes  Yes Yes  srmLs ? 

Creating/Deleting data and directories Yes  Yes1 Yes7 All  srmMkdir srmRmdir srmRm srmMv 

Changing ownership, permissions and ACLs No No No No None 
srmSetPermission,srmCheckPermission,  
srmGetPermission 

Storage Capacity Management        
Ability to query how much capacity is being 
used (like df) Yes Yes Yes No T1/2 

srmGetSpaceMetaData  
srmGetSpaceTokens 

Create or remove reservations; assign 
characteristics like latency and retention. No No No No 

None srmReserveSpace; srmUpdateSpace; 
srmReleaseSpace 

Targeting uploads to specific reservation Yes No Yes No T1/2 srmPrepareToPut 
Moving files between reservations No  No Yes? No T1/2 srmChangeSpaceForFiles 
File Locality Management       
Non-blocking trigger that files should be staged 
from archive Yes ? Yes Not currently T1 

srmBringOnline; 
srmStatusOfBringOnlineRequest 

Guarantee that a file will not be garbage 
collected for a finite period (pinning) No ? Yes No T1  
Specify when a file is eligible for garbage 
collected (cancel pin) No ? Yes No T1  
Server Identification       
Allow simple test of service availability Yes  No No  srmPing 
Allow discovery of arbitrary information  Yes No No No  srmPing  

Notes:  
1 Not just FTS in LHCb 
2 SRM library not used directly, only via gfal, lcg_utils or FTS 
3 Implementation specific 
4 SRM should provide this functionality but in practise it does not 
5 FTS supports using SRM for 3rd party transfers and using FTP's built-in support 
6 FTS uses srmLs to discover if the file already exists.  This should not be needed since SRM error codes 
should distinguish this case. 
7 FTS creates a directory.  This should not be needed as SRM implementation should create missing 
directories automatically 
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 Is similar functionality available from 
alternative protocol? 

  GridFTP WebDAV CDMI * 
Transfer Management    

Upload / download a complete file Yes Yes Yes 
Manage transfers. Yes Yes** Yes** 
permit load-balance client requests over multiple transfer 
servers. Yes Yes Yes 

Back-pressure (SE tells client to slow down or queues clients) No Yes Yes 

Manage third-party copy Yes 
Can initiate 
transfers 

Can initiate 
transfers 

Negotiating a transport protocol that client and server support. Yes Yes Yes 
Namespace Interaction    

Querying information about a file (stat) Yes Yes Yes 

Allowing uploading of data integrity information (checksums) Yes Yes Yes 
Check integrity information       

 Creating/Deleting data and directories Yes Yes Yes 

Changing ownership permissions and ACLs Yes Yes Yes 
Storage Capacity Management    

Ability to query how much capacity is being used (like df) No   

Create or remove reservations; assign characteristics like latency 
and retention. Per file upload No No 
Targeting uploads to specific reservation No   
Moving files between reservations No   
File Locality Management    

Non-blocking trigger that files should be staged from archive No No No 
Guarantee that a file will not be garbage collected for a finite 
period (pinning) No No No 

Specify when a file is eligible for garbage collected (cancel pin) No No No 
Server Identification    
Allow simple test of service availability Yes Yes Yes 

 Allow discovery of arbitrary information about the server Some support Yes Yes 
 
 
Notes: 
* CDMI allows exporting of a container through WebDAV so it supports at least the same level 
of functionality. Investigation should be done as to what additional features it provides 
** In the WebDAV spec; in prototype implementations, but not ubiquitous 


